


. Secure a bucket to your ladder to avoid making a mess on the ground.

. Use a hose to flush out any remaining diri and small debris.

. Spray the hose down each downspout to test flow and remove blockages"

. lnstall extensions if downspouts do not discharge 6 feet away from the foundation

. Don't use gutter screens! Leaves and debris top of the screens. causing the

ovedlow and moisture damage to shingles

prevent. They also make cleaning the gutter

can get ihrough the screen and build up"

are supposed to
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Know the age and condition of your roof, including number of tayers. lf you haven't

recently hired a roofer to inspect the roof and perform typical maintenance, it's a good

idea to do so.

'i'r-imming bushes ancj sirru0s car) be a oo-ii-youtseiiJob. For ir'ee branches, hire a

professional tree trimmer.

lf branches touch electric wires, contact a qualified tree trimmer immediately.

. Openings are often found near air conditioner coolant lines.

' lnspect and clean your dryer vent. Lint buildup can be costly (the dryer must work

harder and longer) and dangerous (dryer lint is highly flammable). Be sure it has a

damper (which prevents vermin from entering).

. lnstall rain caps where missing to prevent birds, small animals, or debris from entering

and blocking the flue. Flue blockage can lead to carbon monoxide venting inio the

home - a serious safety hazard.

. Find the shut-off valve, usually in the basement or crawlspace, by tracing the piping

from where it enters the house.

'Test sump pumps by lifting the float or pouring water into the crock.
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into them and listening for nrotor operation. ffin
. We highly recommend installing a back-up su*p pffi**ffik B**:
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. Change furnace fiiters when dirty - this often

unnecessary wear on the furnace and lead to
. lnstall carbon monoxide detectors on each level of the

Buy dual carbon monoxide / combustible gas detectors

. Do not make your own fuC cover. Home-made covers can promote condensation and

rust inside the unit. We recommend purchasing a cover made by the manufacturer.

. Old brass weatherstripping is less efficient than foam or rubber and often has sharp,

dangerous edges. We recommend replacing it with foam or rubber.

. Seal crawlspace vents permanently. Vents allow cold air into the crawlspace in cooi

months- ln warm months, humid air enters the crawlspace where it can condense and

cause moisture damage and mold growth.


